INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENTS ATTENDING COUNSELING ON 26.06.2019 FOR SHIFTING FROM RVS INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, CHITTOOR TO GOVERNMENT MEDICAL COLLEGES IN THE STATE OF AP

1. The counseling for shifting of students will start from 10.00 A.M. in the Dr. NTR University of Health Sciences, Vijayawada. The candidates along with parent should be present by 09.30 A.M.

2. The candidates have to attend the counseling with EAMCET/NEET Rank card, college ID, all marks memos of MBBS, all fee receipts paid by candidates as on date.

3. The candidates will be called in the order of category of seats i.e. candidates admitted in category A seats will be called first, thereafter category B and category C.

4. The candidates admitted in category A seats will be called in the order of merit in EAMCET to opt a seat available in the list of Government Medical Colleges displayed.

5. After completion of opting of seat by all the category A candidates present, the candidates admitted in category B will be called in the order of merit in NEET to opt a seat available at their turn from the list of Government Medical Colleges displayed.

6. After completion of opting of seat by all the category B candidates present, the candidates admitted in category C will be called in the order of merit in NEET to opt a seat available at their turn from the list of Government Medical Colleges displayed.

7. The candidate has to submit the undertaking on Rs.100/- stamp paper signed by both student and parent immediately after opting the seat to the selection Committee that they will continue to pay the tuition fee etc. fixed to their category of seat admitted in RVS Inst. Of Medical Sciences, Chittoor at the shifted Government Medical College and also transfer of Bank Guarantee.(proforma appended)

8. The seat opted by the candidate from the available seats at their turn is final. No further request for change of option/college will be considered.

9. If any candidate attend the counseling in late i.e. after passing their Rank/Category, the decision of the selection Committee is final in such cases.

10. The candidates have to report the Principal of the concerned college before the date intimated during counseling.

11. If any candidate absent to the counseling, the selection Committee will shift the candidate to any Government Medical College at their discretion as per availability of seats.

12. One set of Xerox copies of original certificates with self attestation.

13. The decision of the selection Committee if final is all aspects.